AUTHORIZATION OF PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA
SIEMBRACLIX SAS– SIEMBRACLIX.COM
I declare that I have been informed in a clear manner, expressed in the terms of
conditions and privacy policy that is linked to the web portal siembraclix.com, on
the processing of personal data.
When you register on the siembraclix.com web portal, you authorize or (Accept)
permanently: (i) That you voluntarily access SIEMBRACLIX SAS. hereinafter,
"SIEMBRACLIX SAS", will act directly through third parties such as the Person in
Charge of the Processing of Personal Data, and the national attention line will be
made available to you by email info@siembraclix.com and the Spanish offices
SIEMBRACLIX SAS, opening hours from Monday to Friday from 8:00 a.m. m. at
6:00 p.m., with the class schedule and work schedule. of the rights are in this
authorization; (ii) My data is processed for pre-contractual, contractual,
postcontractual, commercial, customer service and marketing, processing,
investigation, training, accreditation, consolidation, organization, updating,
reporting, statistics, surveys, attention and processing fines; (iii) My rights as owner
of the data are those provided in the Constitution and the law, especially the right
to know, update, rectify and delete my personal information, as well as the right to
revoke the consent granted for the processing of personal data. These rights are
available through the channels available by SIEMBRACLIX SAS for the attention
to the public and observation of the Personal Data Processing Policy of
SIEMBRACLIX SAS available at https://siembraclix.com/; (iv) Respondent
voluntarily questions that have eventually made me about sensitive data or data of
minors, and that are treated respecting their fundamental rights and interests.
Sensitive data are those that affect the privacy of the owner or whose inappropriate
use can generate discrimination, for example, political orientation, religious or
philosophical convictions, human rights, as well as data related to health, sex life
and data biometrics.
Taking into account the above, I authorize voluntarily, prior, explicit, informed and
unequivocal to SIEMBRACLIX SAS and to whom the rights are assigned, to
process my personal data, with the main purpose of hiring, executing and marketing
the goods and services of the Person in charge of the Treatment, as well as contact
by telephone, electronic means (SMS, chat, email and other means considered
electronic) physical and / or personal.
SIEMBRACLIX SAS may use my information for fine purposes: 1. Carry out the
necessary steps for the development of the pre-contractual, contractual and
postcontractual stages with SIEMBRACLIX SAS and third parties that contract with
it, with respect to any of the products and services. services offered by her that they
have or have not acquired, with respect to any business or commercial relationship
that SIEMBRACLIX SAS has, as well as the obligation to comply with Colombian

law and the orders of the judicial or administrative authorities; 2. Make invitations
to events, improve products and services or offer new products and all activities
associated with the commercial relationship or link with SIEMBRACLIX SAS or
third parties that contract with it or that they may have; 3. Manage procedures
(requests, complaints, claims), carry out risk analysis, carry out satisfaction surveys
regarding the goods and services of SIEMBRACLIX SAS, as well as the
commercial allies of SIEMBRACLIX SAS. 4. Provision of information and relevant
documents to the commercial force and distribution network, telemarketing, market
research and any third party with which SIEMBRACLIX SAS has a contractual link
of any kind; 5. To disclose, transfer and / or transmit my personal data inside and
outside the country, a company or a third party as a result of a contract, law or
lawful link that requires it, or to implement cloud computing services. For all the
above, I grant my express and unequivocal authorization; 6. Provide personal data
to our business group SIEMBRACLIX SAS, necessary for conducting studies and
in general the administration of information systems of the corresponding sector; 7.
Access and consult my personal data that reposes or files in databases or files of
Private or Public Entities (among others, the Ministries, the Administrative
Departments, the DIAN, the Prosecutor's Office, National Registrar of Civil Status,
Courts, Courts and High Courts) whether national, international or foreign; 9.
Transfer or transmit the data to the parent companies, subsidiaries, subsidiaries,
controlled by Gruptecol SAS, inside and outside the country. 10. Create databases
for the purposes described in this authorization.
I grant my consent to SIEMBRACLIX SAS, to treat my personal information in
accordance with the Personal Data Treatment Policy and therefore, I agree to know
the privacy notice and the aforementioned policy available siembraclix.com I
authorize SIEMBRACLIX SAS to modify or update its content in order to address
legislative reforms, internal policies or new requirements for the provision or
offering of services or products, giving prior notice through the company's website
or by email.
https://siembraclix.com
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